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1. Introduction
Growing research interests are focused on the high-speed telecommunications and data
communications networks with increasing demand for accessing to the Internet even from
home. For instance, in Nov 2011 Strategy Analytics forecasted that there would be more
than 807 million broadband fixed line subscriptions worldwide in 2017, based on a figure of
578 million at the end of 2011 showing a cumulative annual growth rate of around 8 percent
[1]. This increasing demand for high-speed information transmission over the last two deca‐
des has been driven by the huge successes during the last decade of new multimedia serv‐
ices, commonly referred as Next-Generation Access (NGA) services, such as Internet
Protocol Television (IPTV) or Video on Demand (VoD), as well as an increased data traffic
driven by High-Definition TV (HDTV) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) applications which have
changed people's habits and their demands for service delivery. Consequently, consumer
adoption of broadband access to facilitate use of the Internet for knowledge, commerce and,
obviously, entertainment is contingent with the increment of the optical broadband access
network capacity, which should extent into the customer's premises up to the terminals.
Thus, steady increases in bandwidth requirements of access networks and local area net‐
works (LANs) have created a need for short-reach and medium-reach links supporting data
rates of Gbps (such as Gigabit Ethernet, GbE), 10Gbps (such as 10-Gigabit Ethernet, 10GbE)
and even higher (such as 40- and 100- Gigabit Ethernet standards, namely 40GbE and
100GbE respectively, which started in November 2007 and have been very ratified in June
2010). Detailed studies [2, 3] have defined the required bit-rates to be transmitted to the cus‐
tomer’s premises for different profiles for the traffic flows, reaching a total future-proof
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very-high-bit-rate link in the order of 2Gbps per user. It is estimated that end-user access
bandwidths could reach 1 Gbps by 2015, and 10 Gbps by 2020.
Related to this latter premise, a growing number of service providers are turning to solu‐
tions capable of exploiting the full potential of optical fiber for service delivery, being the
copper based x-Digital Subscriber Line (xDSL) infrastructure progressively replaced by a fi‐
ber-based outside plant with thousands of optical ports and optical fiber branches towards
residential and business users, constituting the core of the FTTx (Fiber to the Home/Node/
Curb/Business) deployments, see Fig. 1(a). These include passive optical networks (PONs),
whose standardization has accelerated product availability and deployment. The ongoing
evolution to deliver Gigabit per second Ethernet and the growing trend to migrate to Wave‐
length Division Multiplexing (WDM) schemes have benefited significantly from the Coarse
WDM (CWDM) and Dense WDM (DWDM) optoelectronics technologies, as they provide a
more efficient way to deliver traffic to Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) devices. These
systems, commonly referred to as WDM-PON, are still under standardization process and
field trials and are the basis of the so-called next-generation broadband optical access net‐
works to prepare for the future upgrade of the FTTx systems currently being deployed. A
basic scheme of the WDM-PON architecture is depecited in Fig. 1(b). However, networking
architectures such as PON, BPON, WDM-PON, etc. are outside the scope of this chapter.
There is a widely-spread consensus concerning service providers that FTTx is the most pow‐
erful and future-proof access network architecture for providing broadband services to resi‐
dential users.
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Figure 1. (a) Different FTTx network deployments. (b) Architecture of WDM-PON.
In the FTTx system concepts deployed up to now, singlemode optical fiber (SMF) is used,
which has a tremendous bandwidth and thus a huge transport capacity for many services
such as the ITU G.983.x ATM1-PON system. Research is ongoing to further extend the capabil‐
ities of shared SMF access networks. The installation of SMF has now conquered the core and
1 ATM: Asynchronous Transfer Mode.
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metropolitan area networks and is subsequently penetrating into the access networks. How‐
ever, it requires great care, delicate high-precision equipment, and highly-skilled personnel,
being mainly deployed for long-haul fiber optic communications, constituting the so-called
Optical Distribution Network (ODN) and the core telecommunication network of the next
generation of optical broadband access networks. Nevertheless, as it comes closer to the end
user and his residential area, the costs of installing and maintaining the fiber network become
a driving factor, which seriously hampers the large-scale introduction of FTTx.
Also inside the customer's premises, there is a growing need for convergence of the multi‐
tude of communication networks. Presently, Unshielded Twisted copper Pair (UTP) cables
are used for voice telephony, cat-5 UTP cables for high-speed data, coaxial cables for CATV2
and FM3 radio signals distribution, wireless Local Area Network (LAN) for high-speed data,
FireWire for high-speed short-range signals, and also Power Line Communications (PLC)
technology for control signals and lower-speed data. These different networks are each
dedicated and optimised for a particular set of services, which also put different Quality-of-
Service (QoS) demands, and suffer from serious shortcomings when they are considered to
serve the increasing demand for broadband services. Also no cooperation between the net‐
works exists. A common infrastructure that is able to carry all the service types would alle‐
viate these problems. It is therefore not easy to upgrade services, to introduce new ones, nor
to create links between services (e.g., between video and data). By establishing a common
broadband in-house network infrastructure, in which a variety of services can be integrated,
however, these difficulties can be surmounted. The transmission media used at present are
not suited for provisioning high-bandwidth services at low cost. For instance, today's wiring
in LANs is based mainly on copper cables (twisted pair or coaxial) and silica (glass) fiber of
two kinds: singlemode optical fiber (SMF) and multimode optical fiber (MMF). Copper
based technologies suffer strong susceptibility to electromagnetic interferences and have
limited capacity for digital transmission as well as the presence of crosstalk. Compared to
these copper based technologies, optical fiber has smaller volume, it is less bulky and has a
smaller weight. In comparison with data transmission capability, optical fiber offers higher
bandwidth at longer transmission distances.
On the other hand, optical fiber is extensively used for long-distance data transmission and
it represents an alternative for transmission at the customer's premises as well. Optical fiber
connections offer complete immunity to EMI and present increase security, since it is very
difficult to intercept signals transmitted through the fiber. Moreover, optical communication
systems based on silica optical fibers allow communication signals to be transmitted not on‐
ly over long distances with low attenuation but also at extremely high data rates, or band‐
width capacity. In SMF systems, this capability arises from the propagation of a single
optical mode in the low-loss windows of silica located at the near-infrared wavelengths of
1.3µm, and 1.55µm. Furthermore, since the introduction of Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifiers
(EDFAs), the last decade has witnessed the emergence of SMF as the standard data trans‐
2 CATV: Community Antena TeleVision.
3 FM: Frequency Modulation.
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mission medium for wide area networks (WANs), especially in terrestrial and transoceanic
communication backbones. The success of the SMF in long-haul communication backbones
has given rise to the concept of optical networking, which is a central theme with currently
driving research and development activities in the field of photonics. The main objective is
to integrate voice, video, and data streams over all-optical systems as communication sig‐
nals make their way from WANs down to the end user by Fiber-To-The-x (FTTx), offices,
and in-homes.
Although conventional SMF solutions have the potential of achieving very large band‐
widths, they suffer from high connections costs compared to copper or wireless solutions.
For this reason, SMF has not been widely adopted by the end user (premises) where most of
the interconnections are needed and less cost-sharing between users is obtainable. The un‐
derlying factor is the fact that the SMF core is typically only a few micrometers in diameter
with the requirement of precise connecting, delicate installation and handling. Yet as the op‐
tical network gets closer to the end user, the system is characterized by numerous connec‐
tions, splices, and couplings that make the use of thin SMF impractical. An alternative
technology is then the use of conventional silica-based multimode optical fiber (MMF) with
larger core diameters. This fact allows for easier light coupling from an optical source, large
tolerance on axial misalignments, which results in cheaper connectors and associated equip‐
ment, as well as less requirements on the skills of the installation personnel. However, the
use of MMFs is at a cost of a bandwidth penalty with regards to their SMF counterparts,
mainly due to the introduction of modal dispersion. This is the reason why MMF is com‐
monly applied to short-reach and medium-reach applications due to its low intrinsic attenu‐
ation despite its limited bandwidth. In particular, in the access network, the use of MMF
may yield a considerable reduction of installation costs although the bandwidth-times
length product of SMF is significantly higher than that of MMF. As in the access network,
the fiber link lengths are less than 10km, however, the bandwidth of presently commercially
available silica MMFs is quite sufficient.
On the other hand, compared to multimode silica optical fiber, polymer optical fiber (POF)
offers several advantages over conventional multimode optical fiber over short distances
(ranging from 100m to 1000m) such as the even potential lower cost associated with its easi‐
ness of installation, splicing and connecting. This is due to the fact that POF is more flexible
and ductile [4], making it easier to handle. Consequently, POF termination can be realized
faster and cheaper than in the case of silica MMF. This POF technology could be used for
data transmission in many applications areas ranging like in-home, fiber to the building,
wireless LAN backbone or office LAN among others. In addition, improvement in the band‐
width of POF fiber can be obtained by grading the refractive index, thus introducing the so-
called Graded-Index POFs (GIPOFs). Although by grading the index profile significantly
enhanced characteristics have been obtained, the bandwidth and attenuation still limit the
transmission distances and capacity. Reduction of loss has been achieved by using amor‐
phous perfluorinated polymers for the core material. This new type of POF has been named
perfluorinated GIPOF (PF GIPOF). This new fiber with low attenuation and large band‐
width has opened the way for high capacity transmission over POF based systems. In addi‐
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tion to, as PF GIPOF has a relative low loss wavelength region ranging from 650nm to
1300nm (even theoretically in the third transmission window), it allows for WDM transmis‐
sion of several data channels. However, attenuation and bandwidth characteristics of the
current state-of-the-art PF GIPOF are not at par with those of standard silica SMFs, but they
still are superior to those of copper based technologies. Nevertheless, although these losses
are coming down steadily due to ongoing improvements in the production processes of this
still young technology, the higher than silica attenuation inhibits their use in relative long
link applications, being mainly driven for covering in-building optical networks link lengths
for in-building/home optical networks (with link lengths less than 1 km), and thus the loss
per unit length is of less importance. It should be noted that available light sources for silica
fiber based systems can be used with PF GIPOF systems. The same is true of connectors as
in the case of Gigabit Ethernet equipment.
Therefore, it can be stated that polymer optical fiber technology has reached a level of devel‐
opment where it can successfully replace copper based technology and silica MMF for data
transmission in short distance link applications such as in the office, in-home and LAN sce‐
narios. Moreover, PF GIPOF is forecasted to be able to support bit-rate distance products in
the order of 10Gbps km [5]. Short distance communications system like in-home network
and office LANs represent a unique opportunity for deployment of PF GIPOF based sys‐
tems for broadband applications. We can conclude that PF GIPOF technology is experienc‐
ing rapid development towards a mature solution for data transmission at short haul
communications. The challenge remains in bringing this POF technology (transceiver, con‐
nectors,…) to a competitive price and performance level at the customer's premises.
Nevertheless, the potentials of these multimode fibers, both silica- and polymer-based, to
support broadband radio-frequency, microwave and even millimetre wave transmission
over short- and medium-reach distances are yet to be fully known. The belief is that a better
understanding of the factors that affect the fiber bandwidth will prove very useful in in‐
creasing the bandwidth of silica MMF and PF GIPOF links in real situations. In the whole
fiber network society to be realized in the near future, it is said that silica-based SMF fibers
for long-haul backbone will be only several percents of the total use, and the remaining
more than 90% would correspond to all-optical networks covering the last mile [6]. Link
lengths may range from well below 1 km in LANs and residential houses, to only a few kilo‐
metres in larger building such as offices, hospitals, airport halls, etc. And it is now clear that
the expected market is huge and researches and companies all over the world are competing
to find a solution to this issue.
In this framework, the first part of this chapter, comprising sections 2 and 3 will briefly ad‐
dress the fundamentals of mutimode optical fibers as well as present transmission capacities.
Like any communication channel, the multimode optical fiber also suffers from various signal
distortions limiting its usefulness. The primary mechanisms contributing to the channel im‐
pairment in multimode fibers are discussed. Both silica-based MMFs and PF GIPOFs are es‐
sentially large-core optical waveguide supporting multiple transverse electromagnetic modes
and they suffer from similar channel impairments. On the other hand, present capabilities of
actual multimode optical fiber-based deployments are shown. In addition, different techni‐
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ques reported in literature to carry microwave and millimetre-wave over optical networks,
surmounting the multimode fiber bandwidth bottleneck, are also briefly described.
The second part of this chapter, which comprises sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively, focuses on
the frequency response mathematical framework and the experimental results, respectively,
of both types of multimode optical fibers. Some of the key factors affecting the frequency
characteristics of both fiber types are addressed and studied. Theoretical simulations and
measurements are shown for standard silica-based MMF as well as for PF GIPOF. Although
some of these issues are interrelated, they are separately identified for clarity.
Finally, the main conclusions of this chapter are reported in Section 7.
2. Fundamentals of multimode optical fibers
Despite the above advantages, the use of multimode optical fiber has been resisted for some
years by fiber-optic link designers in favour of their SMF counterparts since Epworth dis‐
covered the potentially catastrophic problem of modal noise [7]. Modal noise in laser-based
MMF links has been recently more completely addressed and theoretical as well as experi‐
mental proofs have shown that long-wavelength operation of MMFs is robust to modal
noise [8-10]. This explains the spectacular regain of interest for MMFs as the best solution for
the cabling of the access, in-home networks and LANs. The question that needs answer now
in view of increasing the usefulness of MMF concerns the improvement of their dispersion
characteristics, which is related to their reduced bandwidth.
For the transmission of communication signals, attenuation and bandwidth are important
parameters. Both parameters will be briefly described in the following subsections, focusing
on their impact over multimode fibers. In any case, the optical signal is distorted and attenu‐
ated when it propagates over the fiber. These effects have to be modeled when describing
the signal transmission. They behave quite differently in different types of fibers. Whereas
signal distortions in singlemode fibers (SMFs) are primarily caused by chromatic dispersion,
i.e. the different speeds of individual spectral parts, the description of dispersion in multi‐
mode fibers (MMFs) is considerably more complex. Not only does chromatic dispersion oc‐
cur in them, but also has the generally much greater modal (or intermodal) dispersion.
It should be noted that, apart from attenuation, an important characteristic of an optical fi‐
ber as a transmission medium is its bandwidth. Bandwidth is a measure of the transmission
capacity of a fiber data link. As multimode fibers can guide many modes having different
velocities, they produce a signal response inferior to that of SMFs, being this modal disper‐
sion effect the limiting bandwidth factor. So bandwidth and dispersion are two parameters
closely related.
2.1. Attenuation
Attenuation in fiber optics, also known as transmission loss, is the reduction in the intensity
of the light beam with respect to distance traveled through a transmission medium, being an
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important factor limiting the transmission of a digital signal across large distances. The at‐
tenuation coefficient usually use units of dB/km through the medium due to the relatively
high quality of transparency of modern optical transmission media. Empirical research over
the years has shown that attenuation in optical fiber is caused primarily by both scattering
and absorption. However, the fundamentals of both attenuation mechanisms are outside the
scope of this chapter.
On the one hand, silica exhibits fairly good optical transmission over a wide range of wave‐
lengths. In the near-infrared (near IR) portion of the spectrum, particularly around 1.5 µm,
silica can have extremely low absorption and scattering losses of the order of 0.2 dB/km.
Such remarkably-low losses are possible only because ultra-pure silicon is available, being
essential for manufacturing integrated circuits and discrete transistors. Nevertheless, fiber
cores are usually doped with various materials with the aim of raising the core refractive in‐
dex thus achieving propagation of light inside the fiber (by means of total internal reflection
mechanisms). A high transparency in the 1.4-µm region is achieved by maintaining a low
concentration of hydroxyl groups (OH). Alternatively, a high OH concentration is better for
transmission in the ultraviolet (UV) region.
On the other hand, until recently, the only commercially available types of POF were based
on non-fluorinated polymers such as PolyMethylMethAcrylate (PMMA) (better known as
Plexiglass®), widely used as core material for graded-index fiber [11] in addition with the
utilization of several kinds of dopants. Although firstly developed PMMA-GIPOFs were
demonstrated to obtain very high transmission bandwidth compared to that of Step-Index
(SI) counterparts, the use of PMMA is not attractive due to its strong absorption driving a
serious problem in the PMMA-based POFs at the near-IR (near-infrared) to IR regions. This
is because of the large attenuation due to the high harmonic absorption loss by carbon-hy‐
drogen (C-H) vibration (C-H overtone). As a result, PMMA-based POFs could only be used
at a few wavelengths in the visible portion of the spectrum, typically 530nm and 650nm,
with typical attenuations around 150dB/km at 650nm. Today, unfortunately, almost all giga‐
bit optical sources operate in the near-infrared (typically 850nm or 1300nm), where PMMA
and similar polymers are essentially opaque. Nevertheless, in this scenario, undistorted bit
streams of 2.5Gbps over 200m of transmission length were successfully demonstrated over
PMMA-GIPOF [12].
On the other hand, it has been reported that one can eliminate this absorption loss by substi‐
tuting the hydrogen atoms in the polymer molecule for heavier atoms [13]. In this case, if the
absorption loss decreases with the substitution of hydrogen for deuterium or halogen atoms
(such as fluorine), the possible distance for signal transmission would be limited by disper‐
sion, and not by attenuation. Many polymers have been researched and reported in litera‐
ture in order to improve the bandwidth performance given by the first PMMA-based
graded-index polymer optical fibers [14]. Nevertheless, today, amorphous perfluorinated
(PF) GIPOF is widely used because of its high bandwidth and low attenuation from the visi‐
ble to the near IR wavelengths compared to PMMA GIPOF [15]. As a result, it is immediate‐
ly compatible with gigabit transmission sources, and can be used over distances of
hundreds of meters. This fact is achieved mainly by reducing the number of carbon-hydro‐
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gen bonds that exist in the monomer unit by using partially fluorinated polymers. In 1998,
the PF-based GIPOF had an attenuation of around 30dB/km at 1310nm. Attenuation of
15dB/km was achieved only three years after and lower and lower values of attenuation are
being achieved. The theoretical limit of PF-based GIPOFs is ~0.5 dB/km at 1250-1390nm [16].
In the estimation, the attenuation factors are divided in two: material-inherent scattering
loss and material-inherent absorption loss. The first factor is mainly given by the Rayleigh
scattering, following the relation αR∼ (λ)−4. The second factor is given by the absorption
caused by molecular vibrations. A detailed explanation on the estimation processes is de‐
scribed [17].
2.2. Dispersion
As aforementioned, pulse broadening in MMFs is generally caused by modal dispersion and
chromatic dispersion. For MMFs it is necessary to consider the factors of material, modal
and profile dispersion. The latter considers the wavelength dependence on the relative re‐
fractive index difference in graded index fibers. Waveguide dispersion additionally occurs
in singlemode fibers, whereas profile dispersion and modal dispersion do not.
Figure 2. Dispersion mechanisms in optical fibers.
All the kinds of dispersion appearing in optical fibers are summarized in Fig. 2. The mecha‐
nisms dependent on the propagation paths are marked in blue, whereas the wavelength-de‐
pendent processes are marked in red. Those mechanisms only affecting SMFs are outside
from the scope of this work so they will be avoided. For multimode fibers modal dispersion
and chromatic dispersion are the relevant processes to be considered.
In a generic description, chromatic dispersion is introduced by the effect that the speed of
propagation of light of different wavelengths differs resulting in a wavelength dependence
of the modal group velocity. The end result is that different spectral components arrive at
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slightly different times, leading to a wavelength-dependent pulse spreading, i.e. dispersion.
As a matter of fact, the broader the spectral width (linewidth) of the optical source the great‐
er is the chromatic dispersion. In PF-based POFs the chromatic dispersion is much smaller
than in silica MMF for wavelengths up to 1100nm. For wavelengths above 1100nm, the dis‐
persion of the PF-based GIPOF retains and the dispersion of silica MMF increases. The ex‐
pression of such dispersion is given by:
( ) ( )2chrom 2( )  ;  d nt D L D c d
lll l l
l
D = × D × = - × (1)
where D(λ) is the material dispersion parameter (usually given in ps/nm⋅km), Δλ is the
spectral width of the light source, and L is the length of the fiber. Fig. 3(a) depicts a typical
material dispersion curve as a function of the operating wavelength. for a PF GIPOF as well
as a silica-based MMF with a SiO2 core doped with 6.3mol-% GeO2 and a SiO2 cladding. It is
clearly seen the better performance in terms of material dispersion of the PF GIPOF com‐
pared to the silica-based counterpart, especially in the range up to 1100nm.
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Figure 3. (a) Typical material dispersion of the central core region for a silica-based MMF (blue solid line) and PF GIPOF
(red dashed line). (b) Relation between the refractive index profile and bandwidth of 100m-long PF GIPOF. PMMA-
GIPOF at 650nm is plotted for comparison.
On the other hand, modal dispersion is caused by the fact that the different modes (light
paths) within the fiber carry components of the signals at different velocities, which ultimate
results in pulse overlap and a garbled communications signal. Lower order modes propa‐
gate mainly along the waveguide axis, while the higher-order modes follow a more zigzag
path, which is longer. If a short light pulse is excited at the input of the fiber, the lowest or‐
der modes arrive first at the end of the fiber and the higher order modes arrive later. The
output pulse will thus be built up of all modes, with different arrival times, so the pulse is
broadened.
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To overcome and compensate for modal dispersion, the refractive index of the fiber core (or,
alternatively, graded index exponent of the fiber core) is graded parabola-like from a high
index at the fiber core center to a low index in the outer core region, i.e. by forming a grad‐
ed-index (GI) fiber core profile. In such fibers, light travelling in a low refractive-index struc‐
ture has a higher speed than light travelling in a high index structure and the higher order
modes bend gradually towards the fiber axis in a shorter period of time because the refrac‐
tive index is lower at regions away from the fiber core. The objective of the GI profile is to
equalise the propagation times of the various propagating modes. Therefore, the time differ‐
ence between the lower order modes and the higher order modes is smaller, and so the
broadening of the pulse leaving the fiber is reduced and, consequently, the transmission
bandwidth can be increased over the same transmission length. For negligible modal disper‐
sion the ideal refractive index profile is around 2. This refractive index profile formed in the
core region of multimode optical fibers plays a great role determining its bandwidth, be‐
cause modal dispersion is generally dominant in the multimode fiber although an optimum
refractive index profile can produce the minimum modal dispersion, i.e. larger bandwidth
being almost independent of the launching conditions [18]. Fig. 3(b) shows the calculated
bandwidth of a PF-based GIPOF operating at different wavelengths, in which it is assumed
that the source spectral width is 1nm, with regards to the refractive index profile, α. The da‐
ta of the bandwidth of a PMMA-based GIPOF at 650nm is also shown for comparison show‐
ing a maximum limited to approximately 1.8GHz for 100m by the large material dispersion.
On the other hand, the smaller material dispersion of the PF polymer-based GIPOF permits
a maximum bandwidth of 4GHz even at 650nm. Furthermore, when the signal wavelength
is 1300nm, theoretical maximum bandwidth achieves 92GHz for 100m. The difference of the
optimum index exponent value between 650nm and 1300nm wavelengths is caused by the
inherent polarization properties of material itself. It should be mentioned that a uniform ex‐
citation has been assumed and no differential mode attenuation (DMA) and mode coupling
(MC) effects have been considered. These effects will be briefly described later on.
To summarize, the different types of dispersion that appear in a MMF and their relation to
the fiber bandwidth are analyzed in Fig. 4. This figure reports the PF GIPOF chromatic and
modal dispersion and the total bandwidth of a 100m-long link as a function of the refractive
index profile, at a wavelength of 1300nm. Fig. 4(b) depicts the corresponding 3-dBo (3-dB
optical bandwidth) baseband bandwidth, related to Fig. 4(a). These plots are based on the
same analysis of Fig. 3, which assumed a uniform excitation and neglected both the DMA
and mode coupling effects. From these figures, the chromatic bandwidth is seen to show lit‐
tle dependence on α, which means that the material dispersion is the dominant contribution
(with regards to the profile dispersion) in the transmission window considered. On the oth‐
er hand, the modal bandwidth shows a highly peaked resonance with α. This is the well
known characteristic feature of the grading. With the present choice of parameters values,
that maximum bandwidth (i.e. minimum dispersion) approximately occurs at 2.18 at
1300nm, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Furthermore, the presence of crossover points (namely α1 and
α2) shows that the total bandwidth may be limited either by the modal dispersion or the
chromatic dispersion depending on the value of the refractive index profile. Focusing on
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Fig. 4(a), the chromatic dispersion will essentially limit the total bandwidth for α1 <α <α2,
whilst for α <α1 or α >α2 the modal dispersion will cause the main limitation. In other words,
when the index exponent is around the optimum value (α-resonance), the modal dispersion
effect on the possible 3-dB bandwidth (and so on the bit rate) is minimized and the chromat‐
ic dispersion dominates this performance. On the other hand, when the index exponent is
deviated from the optimum, the modal dispersion increases becoming the main source of
bandwidth limitation.
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Figure 4. (a) Dispersion effects versus refractive index profile for a 100m-long PF GIPOF, assuming equal power in all
modes and a 1300nm light source with 1nm of spectral linewidth. Inset: zoom near the optimum profile region. (b)
Corresponding 3-dBo bandwidth. (—) Total dispersion ; (- -) Modal dispersion ; (---) Chromatic dispersion.
It is also noteworthy that, since the PF polymer has low material and profile dispersions and
the wavelength dependence of the optimum profile is decreased, a high bandwidth per‐
formance can be maintained over a wide wavelength range, compared to multimode silica
or PMMA-based GIPOF fibers.
2.2.1. Dispersion modelling approach
The propagation characteristics of optical fibers are generally described by the wave equa‐
tion which results directly from Maxwell’s equations and characterizes the wave propaga‐
tion in a fiber as a dielectric wave guide in the form of a differential equation. In order to
solve the equation, the field distributions of all modes and the attendant propagation con‐
stants, which results from the use of the boundary conditions, have to be determined.
The wave equation is basically a vector differential equation which can, however, under the
condition of weak wave guidance be transformed into a scalar wave equation in which the
polarization of the wave plays no role whatsoever [19]. The prerequisite for the weak wave
guiding is that the refractive indices between the core and cladding hardly differ, being ful‐
filled quite well in silica fibers when the difference in refractive index between the core and
cladding region is below 1%. Calculations based on the scalar wave equation only show
very small inaccuracies with regards to the group delay. Then, the equations which describe
the electric and magnetic fields are decoupled so that you can write a scalar wave equation.
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The models based on the solution of the wave equation in the form of a mode solver differ
fundamentally only in regard to the solution method and whether or not you are proceeding
from a more computer-intensive vector wave equation or the more usual scalar wave equa‐
tion. In the technical literature solutions for the vector wave equation with the aid of finite
element method (FEM) [20], with finite differences (Finite Difference Time Domain Method -
FDTD) [21] and the beam propagation method (BPM) [22] are well known. These are gener‐
ally used for very small, mostly singlemode waveguides in which polarization
characteristics play a role. Multimode fibers (including polymer fibers) are quite large and
the polarization of light counts for only a few centimeters. That is why analytical estimations
of the scalar wave equation, the so-called WKB (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin, from whom the
name derives) Method and Ray Tracing [23], are primarily used for the modeling of multi‐
mode fibers. In the latter, the propagating light through an optical system can be seen as the
propagation of individual light rays following a slightly different path; these paths can be
calculated using standard geometrical optics.
Focusing on the WKB method, the latter primarily makes available expressions, that can be
calculated efficiently, for describing the propagations constants and group delays of the
propagating modes within the fiber. In this method, whereas the field distributions in step
index profile fibers can be determined analytically, the refractive index distribution over the
radius of a graded index fiber can generally be described with a power-law, as Eq. 2 states.
Fibers with power-law profiles possess the characteristic that the modes can be put in mode
groups which have the same propagation constant and also similar mode delay (at least for
exponents close to α =2). The propagation times of the modes are only then dependent on
the propagation constant and then the group delay can be determined with the aid of the
WKB Method by differentiating the propagation constant from the angular frequency [24].
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where r is the offset distance from the core center, a is the fiber core radius (i.e. the radius at
which the index n(r , λ) reaches the cladding value n2(λ)=n1(λ) 1−2Δ(λ) 1/2), n1(λ) is the re‐
fractive index in the fiber core center, λ is the free space wavelength of the fiber excitation
light, α is the refractive index exponent and Δ(λ) is the relative refractive index difference
between the core and the cladding. It is usually assumed that the core and cladding refrac‐
tive index materials follow a three-term Sellmeier function of wavelength [25] given by:
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where Ai ,k  and λi ,k  are the oscillator strength and the oscillator wavelength, respectively
(both parameters are often gathered under the term of Sellmeier constants).
On the other hand, from the WKB analysis, the modal propagation constants can be approx‐
imately derived as following [26], in which each guided mode has its own propagation con‐
stant and therefore propagates at its own particular velocity:
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where m stands for the principal mode number [27] and k =2π / λ is the free space wave‐
number. This so-called principal mode number (mode group number or mode number) can
be defined as m =2μ + ν + 1 in which the parameters μ and ν are referred to as radial and azi‐
muthal mode number, respectively. Physically, μ and ν represent the maximum intensities
that may appear in the radial and azimuthal direction in the field intensities of a given
mode. For a deeper analysis works reported in [28, 29] are recommended. On the other
hand, M (α, λ) is the total number of mode groups that can be potentially guided in the fi‐
ber, given by [26]:
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As a consequence of Eq. 4, the delay time τ(m, λ) of a mode depends only on its principal
mode number. It should be mentioned that the differences in modal delay are those that de‐
termine the modal dispersion. The delay time of the guided modes (or modal delay per unit
length) can be derived from Eq. 4 using the definition:
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where c is the speed of light in vacuum, deriving in:
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where ε(λ) is the profile dispersion parameter given by [30]:
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and N1(λ) is the material group index defined by:
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2.3. Differential mode attenuation
The distribution of the power among the different modes propagating through the fiber will
also be affected by the Differential Mode Attenuation (DMA), also called mode-dependent
attenuation, which causes the attenuation coefficient to vary from mode to mode in a differ‐
ent manner. It originates from conventional loss mechanisms that are present in usual opti‐
cal fibers such as absorption, Rayleigh scattering [31] or losses on reflection at the core-
cladding interface [32]. The following functional expression or empirical formula for the
DMA is proposed, in which the DMA increases when incresing the mode order [33]:
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where αo(λ) is the attenuation of low-order modes (i.e intrinsic fiber attenuation), Iρ is the ρ-
th order modified Bessel function of the first kind and η is a weighting constant. This empir‐
ical formula is set up by noticing that most measured DMA data displayed in the literature
for long wavelengths conform to the shape of modified Bessel functions [31, 34, 35]. It is also
worth mentioning that, during propagation, modes with fastest power loss may be stripped
off or attenuated so strongly that they no longer significantly contribute to the dispersion. In
other words, the DMA is a filtering effect, which may yield a certain bandwidth enhance‐
ment depending on the launching conditions and the transmission length. From Fig. 5 it can
be seen that low-order mode groups show similar attenuation (intrinsic fiber attenuation)
whereas for high-order mode groups attenuation increases rapidly.
2.4. Mode coupling
Mode coupling is rather a statistical process in which modes exchange power with each oth‐
er. Due to the mode coupling, the optical energy of the low-order modes would be coupled
to higher-order modes, even if only the low-order modes would have launched selectively.
This effect generally occurs through irregularities in the fiber, whether they are roughness of
the core-cladding interface or impurities in the core material leading, for instance, to refrac‐
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tive index fluctuations. This effect can therefore only be described with statistical means. In
addition, it is agreed that silica-based MMFs exhibit far less mode coupling compared to
POF fibers [36]. This is attributed to the difference in the material properties.
The main effects for generating mode coupling are Rayleigh and Mie scattering which differ
in the size of the scattering centers. Rayleigh scattering arises through the molecular struc‐
ture of matter which is why no material can have perfectly homogenous properties. Its opti‐
cal density fluctuates around a mean value which represents the refractive index of the
material. These fluctuations are very small and have typical sizes in the range of molecules
(<µm). Rayleigh scattering depends on the wavelength and decreases with greater wave‐
lengths as of the fourth power (∼λ −4). In constrast, Mie scattering comes from the fluctua‐
tions of the refractive index which has greater typical lengths that mostly come about
because of impurities in the material such as air bubbles or specks of dust which are large
compared with the wavelength of light. The ensuing scattering has more of an effect on the
direction of propagation of the light and is independent of the wavelength. Thinking of
these aspects mode coupling reveals itself as a complex process which plays a great role in
polymer fibers.
There are some approaches for the modeling of mode coupling which cannot be applied
equally well in all propagation models [37, 38] while some descriptions present themselves
rather in mode models [39]. Moreover, the coupling coefficients which describe the coupling
between modes can either be described by analytical attempts which are based on observa‐
tions of mode overlapping [40, 41]. However, it is demonstrated that in real fibers only very
few modes effectively interact with each other and, moreover, neighboring or adjacent
modes (those with similar propagation constants, modes m and m±1, respectively) primarily
show strong mode coupling [42, 43]. As a matter of fact, larger core refractive index and
higher fiber numerical aperture (NA) values are expected to decrease the mode coupling in
GIPOFs. In addition, larger mode coupling effects are observed in SIPOFs compared to that
GIPOFs counterparts.
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Figure 5. (a) Differential mode attenuation (DMA) as a function of the normalized mode order m/M for a PF GIPOF
with a=250µm, α=2, and λ=1300nm. An intrinsic attenuation of 60dB/km@1300nm has been considered. (b) Differ‐
ential mode attenuation (DMA) as a function of the normalized mode order m/M for a silica MMF with a=31.25µm,
α=2, and λ=1300nm. An intrinsic attenuation of 0.55dB/km@1300nm has been considered.
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Mode coupling alters the achievable bandwidth of a multimode fiber. According to the laws
of statistics, the differential delay (or more precisely, the standard deviation) between the
different propagating modes does not increase in a linear relationship to the length but ap‐
proximately only proportional to the square root of the length. The best known approach for
approximately determining the coupling length of the fiber is the description with the aid of
a length-dependent bandwidth, in the way BW ∝ L γ. Here the coupling length is the point
in which the linear decrease (γ ≈ −1) in the bandwidth turns to a root dependency (γ ≈ −0.5)
under mode coupling. From this point, a state of equilibrium arises through mode coupling
effects. Typical values of coupling length in silica-based GI-MMFs are in the order of units
of kilometers [44] whereas in the case of PF GIPOFs usually range from 50m up to 150m.
3. Multimode optical fiber capabilities
Emerging themes in next-generation access (NGA) research include convergence technolo‐
gies, in which wireline-wireless convergence is addressed by Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) tech‐
nologies. Photonics will transport gigabit data across the access network, but the final link to
the end-user (measured in distances of metres, rather than km's) could well be wireless,
with portable/mobile devices converging with photonics. RoF technologies can address the
predicted multi-Gbps data wave, whilst conforming to reduced carbon footprints (i.e. green
telecoms). NGA networks will provide a common resource, with passive optical networks
(PONs) supplying bandwidth to buildings, and offering optical backhaul for such systems.
Parameter Remarks
Transmission distances Typ. <10km, max. 20km, e.g. for alternative topologies
Peak data rate 100Mbps (private customers)
Nx1 Gbps up to 10Gbps (business)
Temperature range Controlled: +10ºC to +50ºC
Uncontrolled operation in buildings: -5ºC to +85ºC
Uncontrolled operation in the field: -33ºC to +85ºC
Long lifetime
Humidity and vibrations (shock) have to be considered at non-weather protected locations
No optical amplifiers in the field
No optical dispersion compensation
Table 1. Access network requirements.
It has been indicated by several roadmaps that the peak link data rate should be at least
100Mbps (symmetrical) for private customers and 1 to 10Gbps for business applications. In‐
herent access network requirements are highlighted in Table 1. These hundreds of megabits
per second per user are reasonably reachable in the coming future and the Fiber To The
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Home (FTTH, or some intermediate version such as FTT-curb) network constitutes a fiber
access network, connecting a large number of end users to a central point, commonly known
as an access node. Each access node will contain the required active transmission equipment
used to provide the applications and services over optical fiber to the subscriber.
On the one hand, Ethernet is the most widespread wired LAN technology, including in-
home networks, and the development of Ethernet standards goes hand in hand with the
adoption and development of improved MMF channels [45]. And Ethernet standards for
1Gbps and 10Gbps designed for multimode and singlemode fibers are now in use. Table 2
shows the minimum performance specified by IEEE 802.3 standard for the various interfa‐
ces. For example, 10-Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) standard operating at 10.3125Gbps@1300nm
supports a range of transmission lengths of 300m over multimode silica fiber and 10km over
singlemode silica fiber. Actually OM4 fiber type is under consideration although is not yet
within a published standard. OM4 fiber type defines a 50µm core diameter MMF with a
minimum modal bandwidth (under OverFilled Launching condition, OFL) of 3500MHz‧
km@850nm and 500MHz‧km@1300nm, respectively. Nevertheless, data rate transmission re‐
search achievements are not at par as those covered by the standard and report even greater
values. Some significant works are reported in [46-48]. Different techniques or even a combi‐
nation of some of them were applied to achieved these transmission records. Some of them
will be briefly discussed in next section.
Fiber type
10GBaseSR
850nm
Modal Bandwidth /
Operating Range
(MHz·km)/(Meters)
10GBaseLR(/ER)
850nm
Modal Bandwidth /
Operating Range
(MHz·km)/(Km)
10GBaseLRM
1300nm
Modal Bandwidth /Operating
Range
(MHz·km)/ (Meters)
62.5µm* 160/26 n.a. n.a.
62.5µm (OM-1)** 200/33 n.a. 500/300
50µm 400/66 n.a. 400/240
50µm (OM-2) 500/82 n.a. 500/300
50µm (OM-3) 2000/300. n.a. 500/300
SMF n.a.*** 10 (/40) n.a/10000.
*TIA (Telecommunications Industry Association), Document 492AAAA compliance. Commonly referred to as 'FDDI-
grade' fiber.
** ISO (International Standards Organization), Document 11801 compliance.
*** n.a.: not available.
Table 2. 10-Gigabit Ethernet transmission over fiber standards (IEEE 802.3aq). Approved in 2006.
Figure 6 provides a brief description of the current 10GbE and the possible future Ethernet
standards over copper and fiber links [6]. The trend of extending the reach and data rate of
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the links is obvious in the previous standards and the 10GbE standards shown in the figure.
Although the twisted pair of copper wires is a relatively low-cost and low-power solution
compared to the MMF solutions, the motivation for the transition from the copper-based
links to the MMF links is their much higher available bandwidth. However, the need for
even higher performance MMF solutions is apparent, and much more is to be expected, for
example, with new ultra-HDTV format such as 4K (4000 horizontal pixels, with an expected
increase in the required bandwidth of a factor of approximately 16).
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Figure 6. Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE) standards over MMF and copper links [44].
On the other hand, another important point in access networks communications is within
the field of the wireless signal transmission (for both mobile and data communication),
namely Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). Wireless technologies are developing fast
but there is a need to link base stations/servers to the antenna by using fixed links together
with the future exploitation of capacities well beyond present day standards
(IEEE802.11a/b/g), which offer up to 54Mbps and operate at 2.4GHz and 5GHz, as well as
3G mobile networks such as IMT2000/UMTS4, which offer up to 2Mbps and operate around
2GHz. Moreover, IEEE802.16, otherwise known as WiMAX, is another recent standard aim‐
ing to bridge the last mile through mobile and fixed wireless access to the end user at fre‐
quencies between 2-11GHz. In addition, WiMAX also aims to provide Fixed Wireless Access
at bit-rate in the excess of 100Mbps and at higher frequencies between 10-66GHz. All these
services use signals at the radio-frequency (RF) level that are analogue in nature, at least in
the sense that they cannot be carried directly by digital baseband modulation. Optical ca‐
bling solutions can also offer the possibility for semi-transparent transport of these signals
4 IMT2000: International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 ; UMTS:Universal Mobile Telecommunications System.
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by using Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) technology. This RoF technology has been proposed as a
solution for reducing overall system complexity by transferring complicated RF modem and
signal processing functions from radio access points (RAPs) to a centralised control station
(CS), thereby reducing system-wide installation and maintenance costs. Furthermore, al‐
though RoF in combination with multimode fibers can be deployed within homes and office
buildings for baseband digital data transmission within the Ultra Wide Band (UWB), in gen‐
eral low carrier frequencies offer low bandwidth and the 6GHz UWB unlicensed low band is
not available worldwide due to coexistence concerns [49]. These include radio and TV
broadcasts, and systems for (vital) communication services such as airports, police and fire,
amateur radio users and many others. In contrast, the 60 GHz-band, within millimetre
wave, offers much greater opportunities as the resulting high radio propagation losses lead
to numerous pico-cell sites and thus to numerous radio access points due to the limited cell
coverage. These pico-cells are a natural way to increase capacity (i.e. to accommodate more
users) and to enable better frequency spectrum utilisation. Therefore, for broadband wire‐
less communication systems to offer the needed high capacity, it appears inevitable to in‐
crease the carrier frequencies even to the range of millimetre-wave and to reduce cell sizes
[50]. Considering in-house wireless access networks, coaxial cable is very lossy at such fre‐
quencies and the bulk of the installed base of in-building fiber is silica-based MMF. Mean‐
while PF GIPOF is also emerging as an attractive alternative, due to the aforementioned low
cost potential and easier handling required in in-building networks. It is also mandatory to
overcome the modal bandwidth limitation in multimode fibers to deliver modulated high
frequency carriers to remote access points.
Following on this, it should be mentioned that PF GIPOFs have been demonstrated capable
for transmission of tens of Gbps over distances of hundreds of meters. Some examples are
reported in [51-53] in which more than 40Gbps over 100m of PF GIPOF are reported. An
overview of some significant works over the years regarding GIPOF transmission can be
seen in [54]. This is in contrast with all commercially available step-index POFs (SIPOFs) in
which the bandwidth of transmission is limited to about 5MHz‧km [6] due to modal disper‐
sion. Therefore, even in the short-range communication scenario, the SIPOF is not able to
cover the data rate of more than 100Mbps that would be necessary in many standards of the
telecommunication area. Therefore, the SIPOF is mainly aimed at very short-range data-
range transmission (less than 50m), image guiding and illumination.
3.1. Multimode optical fiber expanded capabilities
Although multimode fibers, both silica-based and polymer-based counterparts, are the best
candidate for the convergence and achievement of a full service access network context, it
has been previously addressed their main disadvantage concerning the limited bandwidth
performance, limited by modal dispersion. For instance, for standard 62.5/125µm silica-
based MMFs, the minimum bandwidths are only specified to be 200MHz‧km and 500MHz‧
km (up to 800MHz‧km) in the 850nm and 1300nm transmission windows, respectively, un‐
der OverFilled Launch (OFL) condition5. Even though these specifications do satisfy the in‐
formation rate of many classical short-range links, it is clear that a 2km-long campus
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backbone cannot be realized for operation at the speed of Gigabit Ethernet. This limited
bandwidth hampers the desired integration of multiple broadband services into a common
multimode fiber access or in-building/home network. Overcoming the bandwidth limitation
of such fibers requires the development of techniques oriented to extend the capabilities of
multimode fiber networks to attend the consumer’s demand for multimedia services.
Figure 7. Feeding microwave data signals over a multimode network by OFM technique.
Novel techniques to expand the MMF capabilities and surmount this bandwidth bottleneck
are continuously reported demonstrating that the frequency response of MMF does not di‐
minish monotonically to zero after the baseband bandwidth, but tends to have repeated
passbands beyond that [55]. In recent times, these high-order passbands and flat regions
have been used in research to transmit independent streams of data (digital or analogue)
complementary to the baseband bandwidth in order to exceed the aggregated transmission
capacity of MMF [56] as well as to transport microwave and mm-wave radio carriers, com‐
monly employed for creating high-capacity picocell wireless networks in RoF systems, as in
[57]. Related to this latter technique, the Optical Frequency Multiplying (OFM) is a method
by which a low-frequency RF signal is up-converted to a much higher microwave frequency
through optical signal processing [58]. At the headend station, a wavelength-tunable optical
source is used, of which the wavelength is periodically swept over a wavelength range with
a sweep fSW while keeeping its output power constant. The data is then impressed on this
wavelength-swept optical signal, see Fig. 7. After having passed through the optical fiber
link, the signal impinges on a periodic optical multi-passband filter (e.g. optical comb or
Fabry-Perot filter). In sweeping across N transmission peaks of this filter (back and forth
during one wavelength sweep cycle), light intensity burts arrive on the photodiode with a
frequency 2‧N‧fSW. Thus, the output signal of the photodiode contains a microwave frequen‐
cy component at the above frequency and higher harmonics of which the strength depends
on the bandpass characteristics of the periodic filter. Then, in order to select the desired har‐
5 ISO/IEC (International Standards Organization/International Electrotechnical Commission) 11801-“Generic cabling
for customer premises”.
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monic, a bandapss filtering plus some amplification could be implemented. Note that only
the optical sweep frequency is limited by the bandwidth of the optical fiber link, and that
microwave carrier frequency can exceed this bandwidth by far due to the optical frequency
multiplication mechanism. Extremely pure generated microwave signals have been demon‐
strated, notwithstanding a moderate laser spectral linewidth, due to the inherent phase
noise cancellation in the OFM technique [59, 60].
On the other hand, subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) is a mature, simple, and cost effective ap‐
proach for exploiting optical fiber bandwidth in analogue optical communication systems in
general and RoF systems in particular. This technique was firstly addressed at the end of the
1990's in [61], which also takes advantage of the relative flat passband channels existing in
the multimode fiber frequency response. Basically, in SCM, the RF signal (the subcarrier) is
used to modulate an optical carrier at the transmitter's side. As a result, there is an optical
spctrum consisting of the original optical carrier f0 plus two side-tones located at f0 ± fSC,
where fSC is the subcarrier frequency. If the subcarrier itlsef is modulated with data (either
analogue or digital), then sidebands centered on f0 ± fSC are produced. Finally, to multiplex
multiple channels on to one optical carrier, multiple subcarriers are first combined and then
used to modulate the optical carrier [62]. At the receiver's side the sucarriers are recovered
through direct detection. One of the main advantages of SCM is that it supports broadband
mixed mode data traffic with independent modulation format. Moreover, one subcarrier
may carry digital data, while another may be modulated with an analogue signal, such as
telephone traffic. However, the frequency ranges suitable for passband transmission vary
from fiber to fiber as well as with the fiber length, the launching conditions or if the fiber is
subjected to mechanical stress. Nevertheless, to overcome this limitation, an adaptative
channel/allocation system would be necessary. Another drawback is that being SCM an ana‐
logue communication technique, it becomes more sensitive to noise effects and distortions
due to non-linearities in the communications system.
It is worth noting that some other methods try to electrically improve this bandwidth per‐
formance using, for example, equalization techniques [63, 64]. In addition to, it is well known
than an m-ary digital modulation scheme with m>2 (multi-level coding) can enhance trans‐
mission capacity by overcoming the bandwidth limitations of a transmitter or a transmission
medium and, therefore, multilevel modulation schemes that are used in radio-frequency com‐
munications have also been demonstrated in fiber-optic links [65]. Other attempts to over‐
come the bandwidth limit includes selective excitation of a limited number of modes, so-
called Restricted Mode Launching (RML), in different ways: offset launch [66], conventional
center launch [67] or even by means of a twin-spot technique [68]. Since the propagating
modes are fewer under RML launch conditions, the difference in propagating times between
the fastest and slowest modes is smaller, thus decreasing modal dispersion and increasing the
corresponding bandwidth. In a similar way, Mode Group Diversity Multiplexing (MGDM)
[69, 70] can be applied, in which the bandwidth increase is achieved by injecting a small light
spot radially offset from the fiber core center thus limiting the number of modes excited with‐
in the fiber and, therefore, performing different simultaneous data transmission channels de‐
pending on the group of modes propagating. On the other hand, from the multimode fiber
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frequency response, the effect of having a wideband frequency-selective channel for data
transmission can be overcome by using orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM).
In OFDM, the high-data-rate signal is error-correction encoded and then divided into many
low-data-rate signals. By doing this, the wideband frequency-selective channel is separated
into a series of many narrowband frequency-nonselective channels. OFDM technique has
been applied to fiber-optic transmission [71] and shown to offer some protection against the
frequency selectivity of a dispersive multimode fiber. Mode filtering techniques, either at the
fiber input [72] or its output [73] have also been applied.
As cost is a key issue in local and residential networks, the use of Wavelength Division Multi‐
plexing Passive Optical Network (WDM-PON) architectures for distribution of RoF signals
has gained importance recently as WDM enables the efficient exploitation of the fiber net‐
work's bandwidth. This architecture acts as the starting point from the access node to the sub‐
scribing homes and buildings, constituting the all-optical fiber path. WDM-PON promises to
combine both sharing feeder fibers while still providing dedicated point-to-point connectivi‐
ty [74]. A basic scheme of the WDM-PON architecture can be seen in Fig. 1(b). In this case, op‐
tical microwave/mm-wave signals from multiple sources, which can be located in a Central
Office (CO) or Optical Line Terminal (OLT) can be multiplexed and the composite signal is
transported through an optical fiber and, finally, demultiplexed to address each Optical Net‐
work Terminal (ONT) or Remote Access Point (RAP), the latter for wireless applications.
However, a challenging issue concerns the applications of these signals as the optical spectral
width of a single mm-wave source may approach or exceed the WDM channel spacing.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that there is not the desire of making a competition between
optical and wireless solutions, since wireless is and will always be present inside the build‐
ing or home. In contrast, research and development are focusing on the coexistence of both
technologies.
4. Theoretical approach of multimode optical fibers
4.1. Introduction
The restricted bandwidth of the multimode fiber has been one of the main causes that makes
the specification and designing of the physical media dependent layer very difficult. More‐
over, the potentials of MMFs to support broadband RF, microwave and millimetre wave
transmission over short, intermediate and long distances to meet user requirements for
higher data rates and to support emerging multimedia applications are yet to be fully
known. To enable the design and utilization of MMFs with such enhanced speeds, the de‐
velopment of an accurate frequency response model to describe the signal propagation
through multimode fibers is of prime importance. Through this multimode fiber modelling
more likely performance limits can be established, thereby preventing eventual overdesign
of systems and the resulting additional cost.
Since the mid-1970’s, much work has been directed to the investigation of MMFs and their
ability for high speed transmission. Different factors have clearly been identified to influ‐
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ence the information-carrying capacity, namely the material dispersion (in combination with
the spectrum of the exciting source) [26], the launching conditions [66] as well as the mode-
dependent characteristics, i.e. delay [26], attenuation [75] and coupling coefficient [27]. Un‐
fortunately, the achievements, so far accomplished, are not quite complete to enable precise
frequency response and bandwidth prediction if an arbitrary operating condition is to be
considered.
The most popular technique reported so far for the analysis of signal propagation through
MMF fibers is that based on the coupled power-flow equations developed by Gloge [76] in
the early 70's and later improved by Olshansky [27] and Marcuse [28], to account for the
propagation and time spreading of digital pulses through MMFs. Most of the published
models and subsequent work on the modelling of MMFs [29, 77-79] are based on this meth‐
od in which the MMF power transfer function is solved by means of a numerical procedure
like the Crank-Nicholson method, for instance [29]. However, other methods rely on solving
the system of coupled equations adopting the matrix formalism [80].
The power-flow equations are adequate for the description of digital pulse propagation
through MMFs but present several limitations either when considering the propagation of
analogue signals or when a detailed knowledge of the baseband and RF transfer function is
required since in these situations the effect of the signal phase is important. To overcome
these limitations it is necessary to employ a method relying on the propagation of electric
field signals rather than optical power signals. Unfortunately, there are very few of such de‐
scriptions available in the literature with the exception of the works reported in [54, 81, 82].
From literature, it is demonstrated that the frequency characteristics of multimode fibers
should show significant high-frequency components, i.e. higher-frequency transmission
lobes, resonances or passbands are expected in the fiber frequency response. And these
higher-frequency transmission lobes would allow to transport information signals by modu‐
lating them on specific carrier frequencies, as an independent transmission channel each.
These modulated carriers can be positioned in such a way that they will optimally fit into
the higher-frequency transmission lobes of the multimode fiber link thus increasing the ag‐
gregated transmission capacity over MMFs. Furthermore, it has been stated that the contrast
ratio between resonances reveals a dramatically reduction as the frequency increases thus
providing potential for broadband transmission at even higher frequencies than those deter‐
mined by the transmission lobes.
The position of these higher-frequency lobes depends on the fiber link length, and on the
exact fiber characteristics, which may vary due to external circumstances such as induced
stress by bending or environmental temperature variations. Any system that would take ad‐
vantage of such high-frequency transmission lobes would have to adapt to those variations,
e.g. monitoring the fiber link frequency response by injecting some weak pilot tones, and al‐
locating the subcarriers accordingly would be a feasible solution. Anyway, this in turn is
contingent on the availability of accurate models to describe the microwave radio signals
propagation over multimode fibers. With such a predictive tool, notwithstanding its restrict‐
ed bandwidth, a single multimode fiber network that may carry a multitude of broadband
services using the higher-order transmission lobes would become more feasible. Thus, easy-
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to-install multimode fiber networks for access and in-building/home can be realised in
which wirebound and wireless services were efficiently integrated.
4.2. Mathematical framework
In this section a closed-form analytic expression to compute the baseband and RF transfer
function of a MMF link based on the electric field propagation method is briefly presented.
By obtaining an accurate model it is possible to evaluate the conditions upon which broad‐
band transmission is possible in RF regions far from baseband. For a deeper comprehension
works reported in [81, 82] are recommended.
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Figure 8. Scheme of a generic Multimode Optical Fiber link. IM: Intensity optical Modulator.
Fig. 8 shows a generic optical transmission system scheme which employs a multimode op‐
tical fiber as a transmission medium. E (t , r¯ , z) represents the electric field at a point located
at a distance z from the fiber origin and at a point r¯  of its cross section. E (t , r¯ , 0) represents
the electric field at the fiber origin and at a point r¯  of its cross section and S (t) is the modula‐
tion signal composed of a RF tone with modulation index mo.
Thus the optical intensity at a point z, I (t , r¯ , z), depends directly on the electric field
E (t , r¯ , z) at a point located at a distance z from the fiber origin and at a point r¯  of its cross
section. Both the electric field and the optical intensity can be expressed, using the electric
field propagation model and referred to the system described in Fig. 8, as [82]:
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where N is the number of guided modes, h μν(t) is the impulse response at z caused by mode
ν at the fiber origin over mode μ at z and eν(r) is the modal spatial profile of mode ν. It has
been assumed that non linear effects are negligible.
Let S (t) be the modulation signal composed of a RF tone with modulation index mo assum‐
ing a linear modulation scheme (valid for direct and external modulation), which incorpo‐
rates the source chirp αC , and approximated by three terms of its Fourier series, following:
( ) 1 (1 ) (1 )8 8
j t j to o
o C C
m mS t S j e j ea aW - W= + + + +ì üí ýî þ (13)
where So is proportional to the average optical power and Ω represents the frequency of the
RF modulating signal. It has also been assumed an optical source which has a finite line‐
width spectrum (temporal coherence) defined by a Gaussian time domain autocorrelation
function.
Assuming a stationary temporal coherence of the source and assuming that the detector col‐
lects the light impinging on the detector area Ar , and produces an electrical current propor‐
tional to the optical power given by:
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From the above equations:
• The term Q(t ′, t ″) is referred to the influence of the source/fiber/detector system.
• The term QO(t ′, t ″) depends on the fiber and the power coupling from to the source to
the fiber and from the fiber to the detector.
• The spatial coherence of the source related to the fiber modes is provided by Cμμ ′.
• χνν ′ is defined as χνν ′ = ∫
Ar
eν*(r¯)eν ′(r¯)dr¯ . In the special case where the detector collects all the
incident light χνν ′ =δνν ′.
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• The term h μν* (t − t ′)h μ ′ν ′(t − t ″)  is referred to the fiber dispersion and to the mode cou‐
pling.
This last term, relative to the propagation along the fiber, is composed of two parts, one de‐
scribing the independent propagation of modes h μν* (t − t ′) and a second one describing the
power coupling between modes h μ ′ν ′(t − t ″). For analysing this term, it is required to consid‐
er the N coupled mode propagation equations (field amplitudes) in the frequency domain
which refer to an N-mode multimode fiber. A detailed study of this analysis can be found in
[54, 82].
Although Eq. (14) reveals a nonlinear relationship between the output and the input electri‐
cal signals being not possible to define a transfer function, under several conditions lineari‐
zation is possible yielding to a linear system with impulse response Q(t). This linear
response is given by [81]:
( ) ( ) ( , )P t S t Q t t t t dt
¥
-¥
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢= - -ò (16)
The impulse response terms of the fiber can then be found by inverse Fourier transforming
the above matrix elements. Upon substitution in Eq. (16) it is found that P(t) is composed of
two terms P(t)= P U (t) + P C(t) being P U (t) the optical power in absence of mode coupling
and P C(t) the contribution of modal coupling. Moreover, both the coupled and uncoupled
parts can be divided into a linear and a non-linear term, respectively. These non-linear terms
will contribute to the harmonic distortion and intermodulation effects. Grouping the linear
contributions of the uncoupled and the coupled parts, and comparing the power of the line‐
al part of the total power received (sum of contributions from the coupled and uncoupled
parts) with the power of one of the sidebands of the electric modulating signal, it is possible
to obtain the final overall RF transfer function, yielding Eq. (17). For a detailed description of
the evaluation of both terms, see the works reported in [54, 82].
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The expression of Eq. (17) provides a description of the main factors affecting the RF fre‐
quency response of a multimode fiber link and can be divided as the product of three terms
of factors. From the left to the right, the first term is a low-pass frequency response which
depends on the first order chromatic dispersion parameter βo2 which is assumed to be equal
for all the modes guided by the fiber, and the parameter σC  which is the source coherence
time directly related to the source linewidth. The second term is related to the Carrier Sup‐
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pression Effect (CSE) due to the phase offset between the upper and lower modulation side‐
bands, as the optical signal travels along a dispersive waveguide, i.e. optical fiber. When the
value of this relative phase offset is 180 degrees, a fading of the tone takes place. Finally, the
third term represents a microwave photonic transversal filtering effect [83], in which each
sample corresponds to a different mode group m carried by the fiber. Coefficients Cmm, χmm
and Gmm stand for the light injection efficiency, the mode spatial profile impinging the detec‐
tor area and the mode coupling coefficient, respectively. This last term involves that the pe‐
riodic frequency response of transversal filters could permit broadband RF, microwave and
mm-wave transmissions far from baseband thus achieving a transmission capacity increase
in such fiber links. Parameters αmm and τmm represent the differential mode attenuation
(DMA) effect and the delay time of the guided modes per unit length, respectively.
5. Analysis and results on silica-based multimode optical fibers
The MMF transfer function presented in Eq. (17) provides a description of the main factors
affecting the RF frequency response of a multimode fiber link, including the temporal and
spatial source coherence, the source chirp, chromatic and modal dispersion, mode coupling
(MC), signal coupling to modes at the input of the fiber, coupling between the output signal
from the fiber and the detector area, and the differential mode attenuation (DMA). Theoreti‐
cal simulations and experimental results are studied with regards to several parameters in
order to determine the optimal conditions for a higher transmission bandwidth in baseband
and to investigate the potencials for broadband Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) systems in regions
far from baseband using multimode fiber.
For the simulation results in this section it has been considered a 62.5/125µm core/cladding
diameter graded-index multimode fiber (GI-MMF) with a typically SiO2 core doped with 6.3
mol-% GeO2 and a SiO2 cladding, and intrinsic attenuation of 0.55dB/km. This typical dop‐
ing value has been provided by the manufacturer. The refractive indices were approximated
using a three-term Sellmeier function for 1300nm and 1550nm wavelengths. Sellmeier coeffi‐
cients were provided by the manfacturer. Core and cladding refractive indices as a function
of wavelength, from the Sellemier equation, Eq. (3), are illustrated in Fig. 9. A comparison of
the core refractive index for a different core doped multimode fiber consisting of 7.5mol-%
GeO2 is given. The parameters relative to the differential mode attenuation were fitted to
ρ =9 and η =7.35. Coefficient Gmm was obtained assuming a random coupling process de‐
fined by a Gaussian autocorrelation function [28] with a rms deviation of σ =0.0009 and a
correlation length of ς =115⋅a, being a the fiber core radius. The rms linewidth of the source
was set to 10MHz and its chirp parameter to zero. A refractive index profile of α =2 was con‐
sidered. Overfilled launching condition (OFL) was also assumed so that the light injection
coefficient was set to Cmm =1 / M , being M the total number of mode groups.
Fig. 10 illustrates the frequency response of a 3km-long GI-MMF link in absence and pres‐
ence of DMA and mode coupling effects. An optical source operating at 1300nm and with
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10MHz of linewidth has been considered. The filtering effect caused by the DMA is de‐
creased when considering the presence of the mode coupling phenomenon. Moreover, the
RF baseband bandwidth is increased by mode coupling while DMA has little effect on the
bandwidth itself. Anyway, not considering mode coupling effects, Fig. 10 illustrates the clas‐
sical conflict relationship between dispersion and loss in MMFs in general. As a matter of
fact, the large DMA of high-order modes necessarily causes a large power penalty during
light propagation, but at the same time it yields a bandwidth enhancement as a result of the
mode stripping effect. Finally if mode coupling effects are considered, there is no deviation
on the resonance central frequencies no matter the fiber DMA whilst DMA has a significant
effect when mode coupling is considered to be negligible. f o | n refers to the possible trans‐
mission channels far from baseband that could be employed.
Figure 10. (a) Frequency responses up to 40GHz for a 62.5/125µm GIMMF showing the effect of mode coupling and
DMA. L=3km. (b) Zoom up to 5GHz.
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Figure 9. MMF core (ncci) and cladding (ncl) refractive index for different dopant concentration.
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The influence of the optical fiber properties over its frequency response is of great impor‐
tance. Parameters such as the core radius, the graded-index exponent, length and the core
refractive index count for this matter. Nevertheless, the most critical parameter that define
the behaviour and performance of a graded-index optical fiber type is its refractive index
profile α. It should be outlined that this index profile may slightly vary with wavelength,
always due to the eventually nonlinear Sellmeier coefficients. As a consequence of this, a
profile conceived to be optimal (in terms of bandwidth, for example) at a given wavelength
may will be far from optimal at another wavelength. This fact was also addressed in Section
2.2. The α-dispersion is imposed by the dopant and its concentration, so this impairment is
not easy to overcome. Furthermore, these latter parameters can also be affected by tempera‐
ture impairments, as recently reported in [84]. Frequency responses are displayed in Fig.
11(a) for a 2km-long GI-MMF link showing the influence of 1% fiber refractive index profile
deviations on the RF transfer function. The rest of parameters for the simulations take the
same value as aforementioned. Significant displacements of the high-order resonances over
the frequency spectrum are noticed. From simulation conditions, attending to Fig. 11(a), an
increase of α ' =α + 0.04 produces a change of the first-order resonance central frequency of
3.2GHz. It is also noticeable that the 3-dB passband bandwidth of the high-order resonances
is also highly influenced. Both facts could cause a serious MMF link fault if multiple-GHz
carriers are intended to be transmitted through this physical medium when performing a
RoMMF system.
Figure 11. (a) Influence of the refractive index profile on the GI-MMF frequency response for a 2km-long link. (b) GI-
MMF frequency response for different link lengths, covering access reach.
The MMF frequency response dependence on the link length is shown in Fig. 11(b), covering
typical access network distances. High-order resonances far from baseband are slightly dis‐
placed over the frequency spectrum with changes in attenuation depending on the case. In
addition, transmission regions can be easily identified as well as the effect of the carrier sup‐
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pression (CSE) due to the presence of intermediate notches, as seen in the case of L=20km.
This effect can not be overlooked but could be avoided using single sideband modulation
Finally, the following figures illustrate both the influence of the optical source linewidth
characteristic as well as the launching condition with regards to the GI-MMF frequency re‐
sponse. The influence of other optical source characterisitics such as the source chirp and the
operating wavelength can be seen in [54]. It should be noted that wavelength emission pro‐
vided by the optical source links with different optical fiber properties to be considered. Pa‐
rameters such as the core and cladding refractive indices, the material dispersion, the
propagation constant, the intrinsic attenuation and the number of propagated modes strong‐
ly depend on the optical wavelength launched into the fiber, being not an easy task to deter‐
mine a real comparison about the influence of this parameter on the frequency response.
Fig. 12(a) illustrates the GI-MMF frequency response of a 3km-long link for three different
optical sources operating at 1300nm. The rest of parameters take the same value as those
previously indicated. The response for the DFB laser (with a Full Width Half Maximum -
FWHM- of 10MHz) behaves relatively flat at high frequencies. The frequency response em‐
ploying a FP laser with 5.5nm linewidth however suffers from a low-pass effect, determined
by a 40dB fall at 40GHz. In the case of using a broadband light source, such a Light Emitting
Diode (LED) with 30nm of source linewidth, the response falls dramatically after a few GHz
and no high-order resonances are observed. On the other hand, the influence of the launch‐
ing condition on the frequency response can be seen in Fig. 12(b). A GI-MMF link of 1km
and an input power spectral density conforming a Gaussian lineshape from a DFB optical
source with 10MHz FWHM have been considered. From the frequency response it is notice‐
able the dramatic enhancement of the baseband bandwidth as well as the achievement of a
flat response in all the 20GHz-spectrum considered.
Figure 12. (a) Influence of the optical source temporal coherence on the frequency response of a 3km-long GI-MMF
link. (b) Influence of the light injection on the frequency response of a 1km-long GI-MMF link.
By evaluating the latter results, it is observed that exploiting the possibility of transmitting
broadband signals at high frequencies is contingent on the use of both narrow-linewidth op‐
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tical sources and selective mode-launching schemes. These requirements were also con‐
firmed in the work reported in [82].
Some measurement examples of the silica-based MMF transfer function are presented high‐
lighting the conditions upon broadband MMF transmission in regions far from baseband
can be featured thus validating the theoretical model described and proposed in [81]. The
setup schematic for the experimental measurements is shown in Fig. 13.
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Figure 13. Block diagram of the experimental setup for the silica-based GI-MMF frequency response measurement up
to 20GHz.
A Lightwave Component Analyzer (LCA, Agilent 8703B, 50MHz–20GHz) has been used to
measure the frequency response, using a 100Hz internal filter. In all cases the laser was ex‐
ternally intensity modulated with an RF sinusoidal signal up to 20GHz of modulation band‐
width, by means of an electro-optic (E/O) Mach-Zehnder modulator (model JDSU
AM-130@1300nm and JDSU AM-155@1550nm). At the receiver, the frequency response is
detected by using a high-speed PIN photodiode, model DSC30S, from Discovery Semicon‐
ductors. It should be mentioned that the experimental results of the silica-based GI-MMF
link shown in this section have been calibrated with regards to both the E/O intensity modu‐
lator and the photodetector electrical responses, being therefore solely attributed to the
MMF fiber. It should be also noted that the ripples observed are caused by reflections in the
optical system and are not features of the fiber response, although FC/APC connectors are
used to minimize this effect. To perform different launching conditions, the optical output of
the E/O modulator was passed through a 62.5/125µm silica-based MMF fiber patch cord
plus a mode scrambler before being launched to the MMF link. This optical launching
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scheme provides an OFL condition for light injection. On the other hand, selective central
mode launching was achieved by injecting light to the system via a SMF patchcord.
Fig. 14(a) shows the measured frequency response for a 3km silica-based GI-MMF link. As it
was expected from the theory, while the response for the DFB laser (@1550nm) behaves rela‐
tively flat at high frequencies, with maximum variations of approximately ± 0.8 dB with re‐
gards to a mean level of approximately 2.5dB below the low frequency regime, the response
relative to the FP laser (@1310nm) suffers from a low pass effect characterized by a 15dB fall
at 20GHz. In the case of the Broadband Light Source (BLS), the response falls dramatically
after a few GHz. Therefore, as previously stated, exploiting the possibility of transmitting
broadband RF signals at high frequencies is contingent on the use of narrow-linewidth sour‐
ces. This latter performance stands regardless the operating wavelength from the optical
source.
Figure 14. (a) Measured influence of the optical source linewidth on the silica-based GI-MMF frequency response. (b)
Measured influence of the launching condition on the silica-based GI-MMF frequency response.
Additionally, two launching conditions, RML and OFL, were also applied to the fiber link.
Results are shown in Fig. 14(b), and were performed by using a DFB laser operating at with
FWHM of 100kHz. As expected, for the RML condition, in which a limited number of modes
is excited, the typical transversal filtering effect of the MMF is significantly reduced, thus
achieving an increased flat response over a broader frequency range spectrum. It should be
noted that the distance values comprising Fig. 14 are representative of currently deployed
moderate-length fiber links.
Finally, the above figures show a comparison between the curves predicted by the theoreti‐
cal model and the experimental results showing good agreement between them. A FP
source operating at 1300nm with Δλ=1.8nm of source linewidth has been employed in
measurements reported in Fig. 15(a). An OFL excitation at the fiber input end has been ap‐
plied. Theoretical curves have been obtained considering a silica-based MMF with a SiO2
core doped with 6.3mol-% GeO2 and a SiO2 cladding, with a refractive index profile of
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α =1.921 and an intrinsic attenuation coefficient of αo =0.59dB/kmat 1300nm. The latter was
measured employing Optical Time-Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) techniques. Core and
cladding refractive indices have been calculated using a three-term Sellmeier function. It has
also been assumed a free chirp source. Differential Mode Attenuation (DMA) effects have
been considered by setting ρ =8.7; η =7.35. Additionally, a random coupling process defined
by a Gaussian autocorrelation function has beeen defined for the mode coupling with a cor‐
relation length of ς =0.0036m and rms deviations of σ =0.0012@3km and σ =0.0017@6km.
Fig. 15(a) also addresses the high-order resonances (passband) suppression effect as the
source linewidth increases.. This is due to the fact that in this latter case the low pass term in
Eq. (17) begins to dominate over the other two. In constrast, in Fig. 15(b), a DFB laser source
with 100kHz of linewidth and operating at 1550nm has been employed. An intrinsic fiber
attenuation coefficient of αo =0.31dB/km at 1550nm was measured and a rms deviation of
σ =0.0022@9km was considered for a link length of 9km. The rest of parameters take the
same values as aforementioned. Several passband channels suitable for multiple-GHz carri‐
er transmission over the frequency spectrum are observed as well as a relatively flat region
over 17GHz. However, a significant discrepancy can be observed in the resonances excur‐
sions, being the measured ones not so pronounced compare to what the model predicts, i.e.
the measured filtering effect is decreased compare to what it is expected. Many reasons can
be attributed for this behaviour but mainly due to both the DMA and mode coupling model‐
ling approaches considered.
Finally, although the 3-dB bandwidth of the baseband frequency response has not been paid
much attention in this analysis, it is commonly agreed that the measurement uncertainty in
characterizing this parameter is quite large and a standard deviation on the order of
10%-20% or more is not uncommon. This performance depends on the care of a particular
lab in setting up the launch conditions and acquiring the data. This was verified in 1997 with
Figure 15. (a) Theoretical and measured frequency response of a 3km- and 6km-long silica based GI-MMF link with a
FP laser source operating at 1300nm. (b) Theoretical and measured frequency response of a 9km-long silica-based GI-
MMF link with a DFB laser source operating at 1550nm [84].
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an informal industry wide round robin [85]. Furthermore, it was, in fact, because of this that
the industry standardized the overfilled launch (OFL) condition during the late 1990s [86].
6. Analysis and results on graded-index polymer optical fibers
This section, comprising Graded-Index Polymer Optical Fibers (GIPOFs) will follow the
same scheme as previous section. Furthermore, this section proves that the same principles
are essentially valid for silica-based MMFs and GIPOFs in order to extend their capabilities
beyond the RF baseband bandwidth.
For the simulation results in this section it has been considered a 120/490µm core/cladding
diameter graded-index polymer optical fiber (PF GIPOF) with intrinsic attenuation of
60dB/km at 1300nm and 150dB/km at 1550nm. The refractive indices for the fiber core and
fiber cladding were calculated using a three-term Sellmeier. These coefficients were provid‐
ed by the manfacturer. Core and cladding refractive indices as a function of wavelength,
from the Sellemier equation, Eq. (3), are illustrated in Fig. 16. The parameters relative to the
differential mode attenuation were fitted to ρ =11 and η =12.2. Coefficient Gmm was obtained
assuming a random coupling process defined by a Gaussian autocorrelation function with a
rms deviation of σ =0.0005 and a correlation length of ς =1.6×104⋅a, being a the fiber core
radius. This latter value of the correlation length provides similar mode coupling strengths
than that of reported in other works for PF GIPOF fibers such as in [35, 44]. The rms line‐
width of the optical source was set to 5nm and its chirp parameter to zero. A refractive in‐
dex profile of α =2 was considered, unless specified. Overfilled launching condition (OFL)
was also assumed so that the light injection coefficient was set to Cmm =1 / M , being M the
total number of mode groups.
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Figure 16. PF GIPOF core and cladding refractive index as a function of wavelength.
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It is worth mentioning that with PF GIPOFs, a thermally determined alteration in the dopant
material can come about, leading to changes in the refractive index, although new materials
have just recently become available and behave with admirable stability in this issue [87].
This dopant concentration during the manufacturing process is also directly related to the
fiber refractive index profile.
Fig. 17(a) depicts the frequency response of a 200m-long PF GIPOF link operating at 1300nm
in absence and presence of DMA and mode coupling effects. The theoretical curve for a 200m-
long PMMA GIPOF in presence of both DMA and mode coupling is also given for compari‐
son. As expected, much greater baseband bandwidths are obtained by using fluorine dopants
in the core instead of classical PMMA-based composites. The results indicate that the pres‐
ence of both effects is favorable for improving the frequency response of the GIPOF. It can be
observed a more than a three-fold RF baseband bandwidth enhancement caused if only DMA
effect is considered. This result shows that the DMA is a determining factor for accurate as‐
sessment of the baseband in GIPOFs. No high-order resonances are shown due to both the
high fiber attenuation and the OFL launching condition considered. As in the case of silica-
based MMFs, the influence of the optical fiber properties over its frequency response is of
great importance. Parameters such as the core radius, the graded-index exponent, length and
the core refractive index count for this matter. Similar mechanisms as those stated for silica-
based GI-MMFs rule for PF GIPOFs concerning these parameters. This fact is illustrated in Fig.
17(b), in which PF GIPOF frequency responses are displayed for a 200m-long link showing the
influence of 5% fiber refractive index profile deviations on the RF transfer function. The rest of
parameters for the simulations take the same value as aforementioned. Similarly to silica-
based counterparts, significant displacements of the high-order resonances over the frequen‐
cy spectrum are noticed. However, it is worth pointing out that PF GIPOFs are less sensitive to
α-tolarences compared to that of silica counterparts.
Figure 17. (a) Frequency responses up to 20GHz for a 200m-long PF GIPOF link showing the effect of mode coupling
and DMA. Similar PMMA-based link is also illustrated for comparison. (b) Influence of the refractive index profile on
the PF GIPOF frequency response for a 200m-long link.
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Figure 18. (a) Influence of the core radius on the PF GIPOF frequency response at OFL condition. (b) Influence of the
operating wavelength on the PF GIPOF frequency response.
On the other hand, Fig. 18(a) illustrates the frequency response of present commercially avail‐
able PF GIPOFs with different core radius. Identical simulation parameters have been consid‐
ered. From the theoretical curves, similar RF baseband bandwidths at OFL condition are
obtained, independent from the core radius considered, although high-order resonances start
to notice as core radius decreases. However, this fact turns to be different if RML launching is
applied. Simulations under this light injection condition predict that lower fiber core radius
results in a RF baseband bandwidth enhancement. This result is quite in agreement with the
fact that the bandwidth reduction is to be connected with the larger number of excited modes,
directly related to the fiber core radius. Nevertheless, this dependence is strongly reduced as
nearer OFL is reached. Moreover, the frequency response dependence on the operating wave‐
length is shown in Fig. 18(b). As expected, due to the high chromatic dispersion of PF GIPOFs
at 650nm, see Fig. 3(a), RF baseband bandwidth at this wavelength falls dramatically after few
GHz. On the other hand, baseband bandwidths achievable at 1300nm are greater than those
obtained at 1550nm despite the similar PF GIPOF material dispersion (even slight smaller at
1550nm) and despite the use of a relatively narrow-linewidth optical source. Thus, band‐
width must mostly be limited by modal dispersion. The reason for this bandwidth difference
is supported by the fact that DMA effects are supposed to be stronger at 1300nm than that of
1550nm, leading to a RF baseband bandwidth enhancement.
Finally, the following figures illustrate both the influence of the optical source linewidth
characteristic as well as the launching condition with regards to the PF GIPOF frequency re‐
sponse. The influence of other optical source characterisitics such as the source chirp and the
operating wavelength can be seen in [54]. Fig. 19(a) illustrates the PF GIPOF frequency re‐
sponse at 1300nm of a 200m-long link for: a DFB optical source with 10MHz of FWHM; a FP
laser of 2nm of linewidth; and a LED with 20nm of source linewidth. The rest of parameters
take the same value as those previously indicated. As expected, the frequency response is
progressively penalised as source linewidth increases, hampering the possible observance of
high-order resonances. On the other hand, the influence of the launching condition on the
frequency response can be seen in Fig. 19(b). A PF GIPOF link of 200m and an input power
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spectral density conforming a Gaussian lineshape from a DFB optical source with 0.2nm
have been considered. From the frequency response, a dramatic enhancement of the RF
baseband bandwidth is observed when applying a RML condition as well as a reduction of
the filtering effect, similarly of what it was expected from the silica-based MMF analysis.
Figure 19. (a) Influence of the optical source temporal coherence on the frequency response of a 200m-long PF GIPOF
link. (b) Influence of the light injection on the frequency response of a 200m-long PF GIPOF link.
Some measurement examples of the PF GIPOF transfer function are presented highlighting
the conditions upon broadband transmission in regions far from baseband can be featured
thus validating the theoretical model proposed [88]. A comparison between the curves pre‐
dicted by the theoretical model and the experimental results is also provided. Good agree‐
ment between theory and experimental results is observed. The results have been tested
over an amorphous perfluorinated (PF) graded-index polymer optical fiber. In all cases,
such fiber type fulfils the requirements of the IEC6 60793-2-40 standard for the PF polymer-
based POFs (types A4f, A4g and A4h) which fits a minimum bandwidth of 1500MHz@100m
for A4f type and 1880Mhz@100m for A4g and A4h types, respectively. The setup schematic
for the experimental measurements follows the same concept as that reported in Fig. 13. The
experimental results have been calibrated with regards to both the E/O intensity modulator
and the photodetector electrical responses. Similar optical sources as those used in silica-
based MMFs experiments were employed. An OFL excitation at the fiber input end has been
applied. Theoretical curves have been obtained considering a PF GIPOF with a refractive in‐
dex profile of α =2.18 and an intrinsic attenuation coefficient of αo =42dB/km at 1300nm. The
latter was measured employing Optical Time-Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) techniques.
Core and cladding refractive indices have been calculated using a three-term Sellmeier func‐
tion. It has also been assumed a free chirp source. Differential Mode Attenuation (DMA) ef‐
fects have been considered by setting ρ =11; η =12.2. Additionally, a random coupling
process defined by a Gaussian autocorrelation function has beeen defined for the mode cou‐
6 International Electrotechnical Commission
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pling with a correlation length of ς =0.005m and rms deviation of ς =1.6⋅104 ×a, being 'a' the
core radius of the fiber considered.
Figure 20. (a) Theoretical and measured frequency response of a 50µm core diameter PF GIPOF link for different
lengths with a FP laser source operating at 1300nm. (b) Theoretical and measured frequency response of a 100m-long
62.5µm core diameter PF GIPOF link under identical operating conditions.
Fig. 20(a) depicts the theoretical (dashed line) and measured (solid line) frequency responses
of a 50µm core diameter PF GIPOF link for different lengths. On the other hand, the theoret‐
ical and measured frequency response of a 100m-long 62.5µm core diameter PF GIPOF link
is shown in Fig. 20(b). In both cases, a FP optical source operating at 1300nm and 1.8nm of
linewidth was employed. Results reveal the presence of some latent high-order resonances
in the PF GIPOF frequency response. Although these passbands suffer from a power penalty
in the range of 5dB per passband order, attending to Fig. 20(a), this high attenuation could
significantly be improved with lower fiber attenuation values. Nevertheless, the presence of
these periodicities in the PF GIPOF frequency response opens up the extension of the trans‐
mission capabilities beyond baseband thus increasing the aggregated capacity over this opti‐
cal fiber type.
Another example can be seen in Fig. 21(a), where the theoretical and measured frequency
response of a 150m-long 120µm core diameter PF GIPOF link is depicted. Similar operating
conditions as above were applied. In constrast, Fig. 21(b) reports the RF bandwidth enhance‐
ment when employing a narrow-linewidth DFB optical source. A 62.5µm core diameter PF
GIPOF was used. As expected, the available bandwidth is increased if we compare the
curves within this figure with those obtained in Fig. 20(a). However, it is important to ob‐
serve that the frequency response at 1550nm falls at 17dB at 20GHz. This is due to the fact
that the PF GIPOF intrinsic attenuation at this wavelength was measured to be 140dB/km. In
both figures an OFL condition was also applied.
Finally, the following figure evaluates the conditions upon which broadband transmission
over PF GIPOF beyond the RF baseband bandwidth is possible. Fig. 22(a) shows the meas‐
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ured frequency response for a 50m-long 62.5µm core diameter PF GIPOF link at an operat‐
ing wavelength of 1300nm. As it was expected from the theory, the frequency response
dramatically decreases when increasing the rms source linewidth. When a LED with
W =98nm of spectral width is employed as the optical source, the frequency response falls
after a few GHz. In contrast greater baseband bandwidths when employing a FP laser with
W =1.8nm and a DFB source with 100kHz of FWHM are achievable. In addition, the pres‐
ence of high-order resonances in the frequency response is also identified. On the other
hand, Fig. 22(b) illustrates the frequency response of a 50m-long 120µm core diameter PF
GIPOF link at launching conditions OFL and RML, respectively. In both cases a FP laser op‐
Figure 21. (a) Theoretical and measured frequency response of a 150m-long 120µm core diameter PF GIPOF link, un‐
der similar operation conditions as in Fig. 20. (b) Theoretical and measured frequency response of a 62.5µm core di‐
ameter PF GIPOF link employing DFB optical sources.
Figure 22. (a) Influence of the optical source temporal coherence on the frequency response of a 50m-long 62.5µm
core diameter PF GIPOF link. (b) Measured influence of the launching condition on the 50m-long 120µm core diame‐
ter PF GIPOF frequency response.
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erating at 1300nm and 1.8nm of source linewidth was employed. As expected from theory,
RML increases the RF baseband bandwidth as well as flattens the frequency response. How‐
ever, possible transmission regions beyond baseband are penalised in power due to the high
PF GIPOF attenuation compared to that of silica-based counterparts. From both figures, we
can therefore conclude, and similarly to silica-based MMFs, that exploiting the possibility of
transmitting broadband RF signals in PF GIPOFs at high frequencies is also contingent on
the use of narrow-linewidth sources and selective mode-launching schemes.
7. Conclusions
Future Internet Access technologies are supposed to bring us a very performing connection
to the main door of our homes. At the same tine, new services and devices and their increase
use, commonly grouped as next-generation access (NGA) services, will require data trans‐
fers at speeds exceeding 1Gbps inside the building or home at the horizon 2015. Both drivers
lead to the deployment of a high-quality, future-proof network from the access domain even
to inside buildings and homes. There is a widely-spread consensus that FTTx is the most
powerful and future-proof access network architecture for providing broadband services to
residential users. Furthermore, FTTx deployments with WDM-PON topologies are consid‐
ered in the long-term the target architecture for the next-generation access networks. This
environment may end up taking advantage of optical cabling solutions as an alternative to
more traditional copper or pure wireless approaches.
Multimode optical fibers (MMF), both silica- and polymer-based, can offer the physical in‐
frastructure to create a fusion and convergence of the access network via FFTx for these
next-generation access (NGA) services. Both fiber types may be used not only to transport
fixed data services but also to transparently distribute in-building (and also for short- and
medium-reach links) widely ranging signal characteristics of present and future broadband
services leading to a significant system-wide cost reduction. The underlying reason is that
multimode fibers have a much larger core diameter and thus alignment in fiber splicing and
connectorising is more relaxed. Also the injection of light from optical sources is easier,
without requiring sophisticated lens coupling systems. And these facts seem to be critical as
all optical networks are being deployed even closer to the end users, where most of inter‐
connections are needed. Moreover, polymer optical fiber (POF) may be even easier to install
than silica-based multimode fiber, as it is more ductile, easier to splice and to connect even
maintaining high bandwidth performances as in the case of PF GIPOFs. However, their
main drawback is related to the fact that their bandwidth per unit length is considerably less
with respect to singlemode fiber counterparts. However, this may not be decisive as link
lengths are relatively short in the user environment.
On the other hand, it is obvious that the deployment of such emerging NGA network tech‐
nology and its convergence would be not possible without the research and evaluation of
predictive and accurate models to describe the signal propagation through both MMF fiber
types to overcome the inherent limitations of such a transport information media. However,
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the potentials of MMF to support broadband RF, microwave and millimetre-wave transmis‐
sion beyond baseband over short and intermediate distances are yet to be fully known, as its
frequency response seems to be unpredictable under arbitrary operating conditions as well
as fiber characteristics. The different experimental characterizations and the theoretical mod‐
el presented in this chapter allow understanding and an estimation of the frequency re‐
sponse and the total baseband bandwidth. In addition, can give an estimation of the
aggregated transmission capacity over MMFs through analyzing the high-order resonances
as well as the presence of relatively flat regions that are present beyond baseband, under
certain conditions, in the MMF frequency response.
From the theoretical and experimental results, it is demonstrated that, next to its baseband
transmission characteristics, an intrinsically multimode fiber link will show passband charac‐
teristics in higher frequency bands. However, the location and the shape of these passbands
depend on the actual fiber characteristics, and may change due to environmental conditions
and/or the light launching conditions as well as the number of guided modes excited and the
power distribution among them. Also the length of the fiber, the mode coupling processes, the
source wavelength, the launching scheme, and the fiber core diameter influence the fibre fre‐
quency response. This fact imposes a great challenge for the extension of the bandwidth-de‐
pendent multimode fiber performance. And, the influence of most of all these parameters that
can have a large impact on the date rate transmission performance in MMF links has been ad‐
dressed. Although no accurate agreement can be expected due to the many approximations
made in the theoretical analysis as well as the amount of parameters involved in the frequen‐
cy response, the results reveal a quite good assessment in the behavior of the multimode opti‐
cal fiber frequency response compared to the curves predicted by the model
The use of selective mode-launching schemes combined with the use of narrow-linewidth
optical sources is demonstrated to enable broadband RF, microwave and millimetre-wave
transmission overcoming the typical MMF bandwidth per length product. Under these con‐
ditions it is possible to achieve flat regions in the frequency response as well as passband
characteristics far from baseband. Transmission of multiple-GHz carrier in these MMF links
can be featured at certain frequencies albeit a small power penalty, enabling the extension of
broadband transmission, with direct application in Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) systems, in
which broadband wireless services could be integrated on the same fiber infrastructure,
thereby reducing system costs. The results also reveal that PF GIPOF has some latent high-
order passbands and flat regions in its frequency response, which however suffer a high at‐
tenuation due to the higher intrinsic attenuation of polymer optical fibers compared to that
of silica-based counterparts. Anyway, this power penalty could significantly be improved
with lower fiber attenuation values.
To resume, MMFs (both silica- and polymer-based) are still far from SMF bandwidth and
attenuation, but they are called to the next step on access network links due to its low cost
systems requirements (light sources, optical detectors, larger fiber core,…) against the high
cost of the singlemode components. It is worth mentioning that in-building networks may
comprise quite a diversity of networks: not only networks within residential homes, but also
networks inside office buildings, hospitals, and even more extensive ones such as networks
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in airport departure buildings and shopping malls. Thus the reach of in-building networks
may range from less than 100 metres up to a few kilometers. A better understanding of the
possibilities of signal transmission outside the baseband of such fibers are investigated, in
order to extend their capabilities, together with the evaluation of current fiber frequency re‐
sponse theoretical models becomes of great importance.
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